The Inspector Iwannano Show
Bring Inspector Iwannano into your
school this year for an unforgettable
character building experience. Inspector
Iwannano, a live character actor, delivers
a strong message within a comedy-packed
magic-filled program. Students will learn
to “focus on my actions” because actions
show character. Inspector Iwannano
involves your students in a mystery as they
try to uncover certain “character clues” aspects of a good character. The character
clues covered are: respect, trustworthiness,
caring, responsibility, fairness, and good
citizenship.
To help Inspector Iwannano deliver his
message, he is aided by a wide array of
extraordinary props and gadgets, each
one is a special magic trick in disguise. A

special magnifying glass, a talking cartoon
drawing, a contraption that creates an
American flag, and even a trust building
game show called Egg Head are some of
the exciting adventures the Inspector will
take your students on. The entire program is accompanied by music, sound
effects, and an outrageous performance
designed to be truly both educational
and entertaining. The program is 45
minutes of fun and valuable messages for
students in grades K-5.
Don’t miss the opportunity to encourage
positive character habits in a fun and
memorable way. Teaching character may
be more fun than you think!

Very entertaining, showed pillars of
character in a fun way for children to
understand.
Tornillo Elem. School,
Tornillo, TX

For further information please call toll free:
1-800-433-7459
26018 West Seven Mile Redford, MI 48240 • www.mobileedproductions.com

THE INSPECTOR IWANNANO SHOW
Assembly Information
Age Group:
Length:
Size:
Presentation Area:
Assistance:
Set-up/Take-down Time:

Kindergarten through 5th grade
40-45 minutes
The area needed is only limited by the size of the facility
An area approximately 8’ x 25’ — the area can be on the same floor or on a stage
One 6’-8’ banquet style table, one AC electrical outlet
Approximately 30 minutes for set up and take down
15 minutes required between performances

Inspector Iwannano Content
“Character Clues” cover the following:
- Respect: the way we treat others
- Trustworthiness: to be honest, reliable, and to have the courage to do the right thing
- Caring: being kind to each other, being willing to forgive others as well as help them
- Responsibility: to do what you are expected to do
- Fairness: playing by the rules and remembering that everyone should have a good chance to win
- Good Citizenship: be involved in your community

Our curriculum based
programs are
designed to meet or
exceed all testing and
state requirements.
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